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A Practical Test of Coal Spontaneous Combustion
A S Arief' and A D S ~ i l i i e s '
ABSTRACT
device has been developed for nod el ling the behaviour of coal under
conditions which may lead to spont.meoits comhustion. It is designed to
modcl rhc bchaviaur of a stockpile of large mass Thc apparatus can test
coal samples taken from she flow stl.eam from lnirrc through washing,
stockpiling and transportutian to the point of stilisation. It tesrs samplcs
in an 'as received' condition and so takcs into account thc effcci of
aspccrs such as panicle s i x and moisture conrent on prolxnsity far
spontaneous combustior, to occur Results of the preliminary tests
undertaken arc given and futurc applications of the apparatus are
discussed.
A

INTRODUCTION
Spontaneous combustion of coal is not a ncw problem to the
mining and coal utilisation industries.
Technological
development in cutting coal to finer size fractions, marc use of
water for dust suppression, usc of larger stockpiles, tiiore
complex washcry proccsscs and transport over longcr distances
may lead to a grcatcr propcnsity to spontancous combustio~~.
A projcct is being undcnakcn to establish if there is a
significa~ltincrease in likely spontaneous co~nbustionas a imit of
coal passes from thc mine face along the flowpath of transport.
stockpiling, washing, transport and stockpiling to thc point of
utilisation. Most established tests on spontancous combustion are
based on the use of a relatively small satnple of ground and dry
coal. Thesc approaches do not allow for, for instance, the testing
of the relative differcncc in propensity to spontaneous
combustion of coals of diffcrent particlc si7.e or total moisture. A
column apparatus has been developed to allow tcsting of these
rclevant paramelcrs. The column is insulated and acts to model
the hchaviour of stored coal (such as stockpiled coal) whilc
allowing permcation of low air flow rates. This physical inodcl is
describcd and results o l sotne preliminary tcsls on mined coal arc
analysed.

GENERAL PROBLEMS OF SPONTANEOUS
COMBUSTION
Thc phenomenon of the sclf hcating of coal has hccti rccognised
for a long time.
Although the sporitancous cotnbustiori
phenomenon is co~nplcx and not fully understood, niost
researchers have agreed that the spontancous conibustioti of coal
is rclated to the accutnulation of heat prodoccd through oxidation
proccsses.
Isobe and lliguchi (1981) stated that when coal interacts with
oxygen, some heat will he liberated and if thc environnicnt allows
accumulation of this heat, spontancous heating is initiatcd. In
relation to the oxidation proccss, Humphreys and Hcster (1994)
pointed out that the following steps are thought to bc involved:

I.

Adsorption of oxygen on the surface of coal a~idformatior1
of complex molecular str~tctures.

2.

As the ternpcrature incrcascs breakdown of thesc complcx
structurcs releasing carbon monoxidc.

3.

Continuation of the breakdown of tlic surface stn~cturcsand
onsct of a self-sustaining oxidatioti process and crcatioti of
irlcrcasing quantities of carbon monoxide.
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If the quantity of air available to the exposcd coal surfaces is
low, the ratc of oxidation is slow and a steady state is reached
whereby heat generation is limited by the availability of oxygen.
If the air qua~itityis highcr, thc heat is dissipated as quickly as it
is gcneratcd and this cooling effcct may be adcquatc to prevcnt
any significant risc in temperaotre. This in turn will limit the
oxidation rate. In this case, cquilibrium is maintained by removal
of hcat by the airflow and oxidation will occur only at low
tempcrature. Thc total ratc of oxidation which occurs at these
two steady state conditions determines the normal or background
levcl of carbon monoxidc. Should this cquilibrium be destroyed
by either an increase in airflow or decrease in airflow through
areas which have been cooled by airflow, then the tcmperaturc
will risc and spontaneous combustion will result.
Based on this basic knowledge, scveral approaches have been
developed to deter~ninc the liability of coal to spontaneous
combustion. Most of thcm relate to recording tcmperature risc as
an oxidation process occurs. Some auempts have also been rnadc
to undertakc laboratoiy experiments which sitnulatc as closely as
possible what happens in the field. It is not thc intention of this
paper to discuss in detail the various methods that have been
developed to determitlc the propensity of coal to spontaneoits
comhustion. Howcvcr, there is general agreement that it was not
easy to simulate thc situation in the field by laboratory
experiments. Stott and Chen (1992) dcvelopcd a concept to build
apparatus which can follow the complete process of spontaneous
hcating. This approach which has bcen more fully explaincd by
Chen (1991) was dcsignatcd as thc 'Full Scalc Experiments
Apparatus'. The principle of this tcst is to measure tempcrature
risc of coal under adiabatic conditions. This is achieved by
passing rcgulated rates of airflow through an insulated vertically
rnounted cylindrical tube of 2 m lengtli. Coal samplcs used
howcver, wcre crushed to minus 4 nitn size.
The coticcpts developed by Chen (1991) and Stolt and Chen
(1992) have been incorporated in a modified model for
spontaneous combustion testing.
However, the modified
apparatus is designed to test uncrushed coal as being more
represct~tativc of conditions found at the minesite and in
subscqmnt transportation and stockpiling prior to utilisation.
Froin a practical point of view, size of the apparatus is such that
the atnount of sample nceded to undertake the experiments is
rclatively small atid apparatus can be handled casily by onc
pcrsoti.

THE PRACTICAL MODEL FOR SPONTANEOUS
COMBUSTION TESTING
This apparatus consists of a veitically mounted cylittdrical
tube 2 rn lorig and of dia~ncter200 mm. A schctnatic diagram is
shown in Figure I. The wall of the column consists of insulation
(kaowool), stcel and nylon carpet. The intcrior lining o l carpet
allows coal to prcss against the cyli~idcrinterior wall and stops
channelling of air against tllc wall. Thc temperature at the centre
and on the outside of the steel coli~mnis recorded at cight
different positions cqually spaced along the column. Wrap
aroond heating elements arc wound at eight positions along thc
columti to minimise hcat transfered from inside the tube to the
sonoonding almosphcre. All thcrtnocouplcs are connccted to a
coinputcr. Coinputcr software activates thc heating eletnents if
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FIGI -Schematic diagram of stockpile model for spon1,mcous
combuslion resting appxatus.

Some results from use of the model are given to illustrate its
usage. Test 1 results were undertaken on Mine A coal taken from
thewashery plant stockpile. Figure 2 shows the distribution of
the temoerature within the column at time intervals during the test
and Figure 3 shows the temperature rise against time at the
column point of maximum temperature occurrence. It can be
seen from thc results of this experiment that the highest
temperature within the column occurred at the location 800 mm
from air inlet. A temperature of about 100°C was reached
25 days into the test and soon after that the temperature rose
dramatically, peaking at 153'C.
Test 2 was undertaken on Mine A coal as delivered to a power
station stockpile. The results of this experiment are shown in
Figures 4 and 5 respectively. Bccausc of the dramatic rise in
Test 1 coal temperature, once 100°C maximum column
temperature was reached, a cutout circuit was incorporated in the
apparatus to stop the test at 100°C for safety reasons.
Figures 6 and 7 show the results of Test 3 which was
undertaken on Mine B coal taken from the washing plant
stockpile. Similarly, Figures 8 and 9 show the results of Test 4
which was undertaken on Mine B coal taken from the power
station stockpile.
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the temperature on the outside of the steel tube is lower than that
at the column centre until temperatures are equal. The intention
is to avoid loss of heat from the tube. Each heating element
operates independently of the others. Airflow through the
column is delivered from a compressed air line and is set for the
duration of each experiment. At the first stage, 10 mmlminute
velocity of air (314 mllminute) is used, based on the results of
experiments undertaken by previous researchers (Stott and Chcn,
1992). However, the next tests may choose different airflow rate.
One aim of the study is to determine the airflow rate that
maximises the propensity to coal spontaneous combustion with
other conditions fixed.

SOME EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM USE OF
THE MODEL

1

FIG2 -Temperaturedistribution of Mine A washew product coal

i

Time (days)

FIG3 - Temperature rise of Mine A waqhcry product coal

From the results of the above tests, it can be seen that in
general, the highest temperature was reached at about the same
location, that is about 800 mm from air inlet, but the distribution
of the temperature within the column for the last three tests was
more even compared lo the first test. If a comparison between
Test 1 and Test 2 is made, as both are dealing with Mine A coal,
the main difference was that it took about 25 days to reach IW0C
for Test 1, compared to about only 17 days for Test 2. Similar
results are also shown by Tests 3 and 4. It took about 18 days to
reach I00"C for Test 3 using Mine B coal taken from washery
plant stockpile and only about 12 days was needed to reach the
same temperature for similar coal collected from the power
station stockpile. A preliminary conclusion can be made that coal
collectcd from the power station stockpile is more liable to
spontaneous combustion than similar coal from the washing plant
stockpile. It is suggested that changes in moisture level and
degradation in coal particle size exposing more oxidation
surfaces would contribute to explaining this change.
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FIG7 - Temperalare rise of Mine B washcry product
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FIG4 -Temperatured~stnbut~on
of M~ncA coal received at power ctarlon
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FIG8 -Temperaturedislribution of Minc B coal received at power station.
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FIG 5 -Temperaturencc of Mtne A coal tecelved at power ?tatton

FIG9 - Temperature rise of Minc B cod received at power station.
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FIG6 - Temperalure distribution of Mine B washcry producr coal.
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A device has been developed for modelling the behaviour of coal
under conditions which may lead to spontaneous combustion. It
is dcsigned to simulate the behaviour of a slockpile due to use of
an insulated wall heating systcm that cffectively stops heat loss
from the coal mass and so resembles a stockpile of large mass.
Thc apparatus tests hehaviour of coal which has been sampled
from the mine, plant, stockpile or transport unit without
intermediate preparation. For this reason. il has the potential to
reflect field conditions with reasonable accuracy.
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Possible applications of the test apparatus can be categoriscd as
follows.

I.

Mining practice: Whenevcr broken coal or coal and
surrounding strata accumulate over time, potential exists for
spontaneous combustion. Examples include goaf material,
material stored 'temporarily' underground, blasted surface
coal which is delayed in rcmoval and overburden dumps.

2.

Stockpiles: Large stockpiles can occur before and after the
washing plant, at intermediate shipping points and at the
utilisation site. Residence times at the stockpile are
important as are the compaction characteristics of the
stockpile.

3.

Transportation. T ~ m cinvolved in transportation, moisture
content and panicle size are important aspects

CONCLUSION
The practical model for spootaneous combustion testinn. at a
preliminary stage, has shown a potential to tcst coal sampled in
thc natural state from various points in the coal flow path from
mine to point of utilisation. By testing coal in an 'as~sampled'

condition it may be ablc to give reliable estimates of the effects of
particle size and moisture content on propensity for spontaneous
co~nbustionto occur. Different degrees of compaction can be
achieved and airflow rate varied to study the cffects of varying
ratcs of air permeation on the coal oxidation process. Future
work will quantify thesc effects.
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